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About This Game

This is a shooter about killed in fortieth gangster, who tries to wash away his guilt in the personal hell. He will have to pass a
long way, because he is also responsible for the deeds of his ancestors and children.

Game Features:

Outstanding graphical performance with a unique style.

The setting changes according to how far down the road you have travelled.

A high level of difficulty.

Procedurally created world.

The protagonist can find additional elements to upgrade his ammunition.

A unique system of aiming and checking ammo.

Plot

The road of redemption starts far before the Wild West. That is when his grandfather started bandit life. After the Wild West
times we will be rolled forward the First World War times, and made to answer for his father’s sins. Then the character will find
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himself within a set of WWII, where he is destined to expiate his own crimes. On the whole, 5 eras will be presented with
corresponding weapon, enemies, decoration and game modes.
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Title: The Atomy
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Rusty Knights
Publisher:
Siberian Digital
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (or equivalent)

Graphics: 512 MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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ummm.... can't run faster than 30 fps? can't full screen? is this for real? its such a cool concept..but if i cant full screen i won't
be playing this much. No voice acting
No music
No sound effects
Only sound in the entire game is the same exact very weak sounding gunshot that comes out of every single type of gun
No options menu
No explanation of what to do
You play in third person, but when holding down the right mouse button it splits the screen between first and third

And it's just so boring. This game is terrible. Stay away. 0\/10
. If ever a concept deserved a better game, it would be skeleton cowboys. I really wanted to like this game. Unfortunately, The
Atomy just falls flat. It has an interesting idea: A cross between a top down shooter (a la Ikari Warriors) and a first person
shooter, but it just doesn't work. You get no visual indicators of your health, leading you to always play on the defensive when
other gameplay mechanics encourage you to go in guns blazing. There's also no crosshairs during the gatling gun section,
meaning you basically just spray and pray. Not to mention the performance. I don't have a great rig, but I can run most any game
at decently high settings. The Atomy is locked to 30 frames, a death sentence for a game requiring quick reflexes.. Interesting
concept but rough around the edges and seemingly incomplete.. THIS IS A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING WASTE OF MONEY
DO NOT BUY!. https:\/\/youtu.be\/OD4N3g8neBA

While the concept of the game is interesting, sadly the execution is lacking.

The biggest issue is just how overall cumbersome the controls are. The idea of switching between third and first person is nice
idea, however it requires you to constantly hold down your right mouse button to stay in 1st person. If you release the mouse
then you switch back to third person, only now the movement keys change direction. Very frustrating.

Also the pefromance is pretty laggy for such low intensity graphics. And finally the combat - you only get two slow firing
weapons, and there is very little feedback as to where the enemies are shooting from, and no indications when you are being hit.
So with no health bar you will just suddenly find yourself dead. Mercifully there are at leat in game checkpoints, but no save
game. Rinse and repeat infintum.

For a bit more work on the controls and combat this game could have been quite fun, as it is however, it is more frustration than
anything else so hard to recommend.

. What can i say, I love to play.

Still Playin it and still lovinf. Honestly this game has some good and bad, but the gameplay is unique enough to overpower the
bad. Really awesome how you can change from isometric and 1st person, still can't figure out if there's even an option to make
it fullscreen... but meh. Oh well. This game didn't really get the attention it deserved.. Horrible controls, perspective sucks,
boring gameplay & poor optimization. Not good at all.. I think the game is cool and worth a shot If you can pick it up on sale, It
is clunky and the "Outstanding graphical performance" is well a lie mostly lie, but looking past those things the game can be
great and I love what they're going for, I hope it gets updated but idk If it will
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Half an hour was perfectly enough of this garbage! I cannot emphasize the importance of quality management so that games
such as this will not live to see another day! But first things first.

Atomy's "story" is about a guy who is suddenly gunned down in a pub. Miraculously he survives - if having a skeleton body can
be called survival, that is. The bartender then proposes that he wash away all his sins. We are then on to a destructive path which
means elminating everybody in our sight (and for some reason this all occurs in the Wild West).

If you check the trailer video on Steam you see how the display is divided up into two parts - it appears that the game's top-
down view is mandatory and only by holding the right mouse button can we switch to the FPS perspective. This is pretty
annoying - not only do you have to keep it pressed constantly but the right click is not available for the zoom function.

Thank God we have the spacebar for that! Reload, by the way, is non-existant so pressing R shows how many bullets we have in
our belt. This adds another section to the screen - it is pretty dumb looking at a picture divided up into 3 different parts (adding
a bullet counter - so-called HUD - would have sufficed, dear developer!).

Then of course we have the issue of the English translation. I really do not understand how come you cannot have a close friend
speaking the language fluently. Do you really, blindly, believe in a translation provided by Google Translator or another site?
Just how much time does it take to ask a friend to do a proofreading?

While under the trailer we hear music the game has no such thing. Only our shots emit a noise but that's it. Also, the game is
locked to 30 FPS and switching to FPS view can often decrease it to 20. All this thanks to a probably custom-made Unity
package. Then we have other things to mention: missing settings menu, inability to quit (hitting escape does not do anything),
enemies killing you by one-hit shots (I did remember picking up armor and something called "second chance" to no avail).

This game is a disaster. I think Atomy meant to have been Anatomy but a typo was made. And to think this game received
awards and that there are features such as "procedurally generated world" (Really? Every item \/ building \/ enemy is at the same
place after a restart) is a shame.. In interesting title with some really fresh core mechanics, but is not currently a finished
project. If this is relisted as an Early Access title, you should pick it up, but at this stage the game is very raw to the point of
unfinished.

. Really clunky and feels bad to play.
The presentation is interesting and with some more (or a lot more) work this could be a pretty fun game, but not as is. Since it's
not in early access I assume this is how the game is intended to stay, which really sucks.
The movement and aiming are super clunky. Especially with aiming, hitting anything 3rd person is basically impossible, and in
first person It's better but still feels like trying to play a VR game with a mouse. The game isn't even VR it just feels bad in the
same way they do.
The guns all feel the same to use, and there is basically no audio except the one sound clip of what the dev thought a gunshot
sounded like.
It's all in pretty broken english too, and sometimes when you kill enemies russian text will pop up which really adds to the whole
unfinished cobbled together feel of the game.
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